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ABSTRACT: A software application transforms raw data into information. Data may come from various 

sources in different protocols and geographical locations. For example, XML data from SOAP/XML web service, 

JSON data from REST API service, data from various database servers and data from Lightweight Directory 

Access Protocol server. In software development project, it incurs complexities in logical aspect as well as 

network configuration to provide communication link −in three-tier architecture perspective− between 

presentation and multiple data services. A platform is needed to implement an abstraction layer to avoid such 

complexities. PostgreSQL is an open source database management system. In addition to store data securely and 

serve data retrieval correctly, its functionality can be extended by integrating server side shared library written in 

multiple languages such as C, Tcl, Perl, Python, PLSQL. The database server has defined development 

framework to wrap the external library into SQL new data type or function. This feature is essential to develop a 

platform for multiple sources data retrieval. An approach to the solution and its implementation in industry is 

explained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

An important role of a software application is its 

capability to transform raw data into information 

which typically takes three steps. 

 The application collects raw data from various 

sources. 

 It converts the raw data into clear and concise 

information. 

 It presents the information to users in intuitive 

and observable objects (tables or charts, for 

example). 

The concept can be implemented in three-tier 

architecture which breaks down a system into three 

layers: 1) presentation tier, 2) logic tier and 3) data 

tier. 

Presentation tier provides user interface to input 

data and present report. Logic tier task is to collect 

raw data and transform them into meaningful 

information. Data tier is responsible to store and 

retrieve raw data. 

A complex software development project 

requires data retrieval from multiple sources with 

different protocol, data format and network segment 

address. 

 Smart Card for Frequent Traveler project in 

Batam [1] requires the system to verify any 

traveler data passing Immigration checkpoint 

against 2 references: 1) smart card subscription 

overdue provided by local database server and 2) 

travel ban provided by Indonesian Immigration 

authority via SOAP/XML  service. 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Three-Tier Architecture 

 

 A manufacturing control system requires to 

compose data taken from three services: 1) 

product dimension measurement data stored in 

Microsoft SQL server, 2) work order data stored 

in PostgreSQL server and 3) text to 2D bar code 

image transformer. 

 A company needs to integrate all application in a 

single sign on access control. It was decided that 
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all application should verify user authentication 

against security data provided by Lightweight 

Directory Access Protocol server. 

In such cases, Logic Tier has a complex task to 

interact with different data sources. An approach to 

solve the complexities is to develop abstraction layer 

so the Logic Tier only needs to interact with single 

data point with simple data retrieval commands. 

This paper is organized as following. Section 2 

describes the multiple data sources complexities in 

more detail. The proposed abstraction layer is 

presented in Section 3. Section 4 explains 

PostgreSQL capability as software development 

platform. Section 5 describes abstraction layer 

implementation in PostgreSQL database server. 

Section 6 discusses case studies where the concept 

has been implemented. Summary and future work is 

wrapped up in Section 7. 

 

2. MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES 

COMPLEXITIES 

 

Interaction between a Logic Tier and multiple 

data sources is shown in Fig.2. 

 

 
 

Fig.2 Multiple Data Sources Complexity 

 

By considering that a software application has 

two versions –web-based and desktop-based 

application–    there are two sets of Presentation and 

Logic tier consuming the same data sources. Data 

flow for web-based and desktop-based version is 

drawn in blue and red lines, respectively. 

The complexity is raised by two factors. 

 Logic tier needs different client library to interact 

with different data sources. The client libraries 

are potentially platform dependent. 

 Network connection should be configured so that 

each Logic tier can communicate with data 

sources which potentially located at different 

network segment addresses. 

 

3. ABSTRACTION LAYER 

 

To overcome the complexity, an abstraction 

layer is needed to provide simple data collection 

point. Web-based and desktop-based Logic tiers 

only need to interact with the single abstraction layer 

with simple data retrieval command. 

As shown in Fig.3, abstraction layer hides data 

sources access complexity away from Logic Tier. It 

leads to simpler system implementation. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Data Sources Abstraction Layer (Presentation 

Tier Is Hidden for Simplicity) 

 

 Logic tier can collect data from multiple data 

sources with simple command provided by 

abstraction layer.  

 Different client libraries to access different data 

sources only need to be installed in single 

platform implementing the abstraction layer. 

 Network with multiple segment addresses only 

need to be configured at the single platform. 

Over many options to implement the concept, I 

promote PostgreSQL database server as a platform 

to embody the abstraction layer. 

 

4. POSTGRESQL AS A PLATFORM 

 

PostgreSQL [2] is an open source database 

management system. One of my customers is a 

company using the database management system for 

its accounting system, manufacturing tracking 

system and human resources management system. 

PostgreSQL has been database management 

system for international companies. Skype–part of 

Microsoft company providing text, voice and video 

call–uses PostgreSQL as their back end database. 
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Openbravo is a company providing business 

management solution for midsize to large 

organizations. It supports PostgreSQL as well as 

Oracle, Apache Derby, MySQL and HSQLDB. 

An advantage of PostgreSQL is its extensibility 

to have custom data type, indexing type, aggregate 

function and user defined function in different 

programming languages: C, Perl, Python, TCL and 

PLSQL. 

Since majority of software libraries are written in 

C, they can be integrated to extend PostgreSQL 

functionality. Through clearly defined framework, 

those extended functions can be invoked via regular 

SQL command. With those capabilities, PostgreSQL 

can be utilized as software development platform. 

 

5. POSTGRESQL AS ABSTRACTION 

LAYER 

 

The ability to integrate software libraries is the 

main idea to develop abstraction layer on top of 

PostgreSQL database server. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 PostgreSQL As Abstraction Layer 

 

By assuming that PostgreSQL abstraction layer 

is deployed on Linux based platform, the client 

libraries integrated into the database server is as 

follows. 

 A PostgreSQL additional supplied module, 

namely dblink. It is a shared library which 

supports connections to other PostgreSQL 

databases from within a PostgreSQL database 

session. 

 DBI Link [3] and unixODBC [4] to interact with 

MS SQL  database server. PostgreSQL version 

9.1 or later provides Foreign Data Wrapper for 

the same functionality with easier administration. 

 iec16022 [5] for text to 2D bar code 

transformation and ImageMagick [6] for image 

scaling. 

 gSOAP [7] to interact with SOAP/XML web 

service. 

 OpenLDAP [8] to interact with OpenLDAP 

server. 

 

6. CASE STUDY 

 

6.1. SOAP/XML WEB SERVICE 

 

In 2012 and 2013, I have developed Smart Card 

for Frequent Traveller application. The service 

offers usage of smart card for travellers passing 

through Riau Islands Immigration checkpoint to exit 

from or enter Indonesia territory. He or she then 

does not need to queue for showing passport pages 

to immigration officer at check point. Instead, he or 

she passes through unattended automatic gate with 

smart card verification. 

Each traveller with the smart card passing 

through immigration check point is subject to 

automatic verification steps. 

 Subscription overdue: the application verifies 

smart card subscription overdue based on 

membership record at local PostgreSQL database 

server. 

 Travel ban and travel recording: traveler's 

personal data is sent to immigration authority 

web service for travel ban verification and travel 

recording. 

 Local travel recording: the application stores the 

travel record in local PostgreSQL database server. 

Ordinarily, the system is implemented as shown 

in Fig.5. Client computers directly interact with local 

database servers and SOAP/XML servers. Those 

servers are located at different network segment 

addresses. Client library and network address should 

be configured on each client computer.  

 

 
 

Fig.5 Client Directly Interact with Database and 

SOAP/XML Server 
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The interaction is simplified by introducing 

PostgreSQL as abstraction layer as shown in Fig.6. 

Client libraries are installed once as PostgreSQL 

extension. Network configuration is simpler because 

client computers only need to interact with local 

database server. 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Simple Client to Servers Interaction with 

PostgreSQL Abstraction Layer 

 

Abstraction layer implementation for the steps is 

shown in Fig.7. 

 

 
 

Fig.7 Abstraction Layer for SOAP/XML Web 

Service 

 

As stated before, PostgreSQL supports user 

defined function in C programming language. The 

function should be packaged in dynamically linked 

library module (.DLL in Windows and .so in Linux). 

The critical development task is to integrate gSOAP 

statically linked library into the module. Please find 

more detail example in my work [9]. 

SOAP/XML web service receives data from and 

sends response to client in XML format. Following 

is XML structure for travel ban verification data 

exchange. Some portions are removed for simplicity 

and confidentiality. 

XML data sent to SOAP/XML web service:  
POST /services/CheckAlert HTTP/1.1 

Host: ...:1800 

User-Agent: gSOAP/2.8 

Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8 

Content-Length: 2140 

Connection: close 

SOAPAction: "http://..." 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns...> 

<SOAP-ENV:Header> 

<wsse:Security...> 

 <wsse:UsernameToken wsu:Id="User">

 <wsse:Username>...</wsse:Username> 

 <wsse:Password >...</wsse:Password> 

<wsse:Nonce>...</wsse:Nonce> 

 <wsu:Created>...</wsu:Created> 

 </wsse:UsernameToken> 

</wsse:Security> 

</SOAP-ENV:Header> 

<SOAP-ENV:Body> 

<ns1:SearchAlerts> 

 <ns1:request> 

  <ns2:Id>... 

  <ns2:ApplicationName>... 

  <ns2:LocationName>... 

  <ns2:RequestSent>... 

 <ns2:DocumentAlertSearchCriteria> 

  <ns2:DocumentNumber>... 

  <ns2:DocumentType>... 

  <ns2:IssuingStateCode>... 

 </ns2:DocumentAlertSearchCriteria> 

 <ns2:NumberResults>... 

 <ns2:PersonAlertSearchCriteria>

  <ns2:DateOfBirth>... 

  <ns2:Direction>... 

  <ns2:FamilyName>... 

  <ns2:Gender>... 

  <ns2:GivenNames>... 

 </ns2:PersonAlertSearchCriteria> 

  <ns2:ScoreThreshold>... 

  <ns2:SearchType>... 

 </ns1:SearchAlerts> 

</SOAP-ENV:Body> 

</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

XML data received from SOAP/XML web 

service: 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Sat, 26 Sep 2015 10:30:58 WIT 

Server: Mule Core/2.2.3-SNAPSHOT 

Expires: Sat, 26 Sep 2015 10:30:58 WIT 

MULE_REPLYTO_STOP: true 

Content-Type: text/xml 

http.method: POST 

Transfer-Encoding: chunked 

Connection: close 

 

<soap:Envelope xmlns...> 

<soap:Body> 

<SearchAlertsResponse xmlns...> 

<SearchAlertsResult xmlns...> 

 <a:Id>... 

 <a:RequestDate>... 

 <a:ResponseSent>... 

 <a:ServiceRequestId>... 

 <a:ServiceToken>... 

 <a:ResultList> 

  <a:AlertSearchResult> 

   <a:Id>... 

   <a:AlertTypeCode>... 

   <a:DocumentInfo>... 

   <a:PersonInfo>... 

   <a:Score>... 

  </a:AlertSearchResult> 

 </a:ResultList> 

</SearchAlertsResult> 

</SearchAlertsResponse> 

</soap:Body> 

</soap:Envelope> 

The abstraction layer hides complexity of XML 

data construction and parsing as well as HTTP 
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transport protocol when dealing with SOAP/XML 

web service. Logic tier retrieves data using regular 

SQL command (function name and arguments and 

fields data are altered due to confidentiality). 
SELECT alertreason, givenanmes 

FROM system.travelban_verify(…, …); 

 

alertreason            | givennames      

------------------------------------ 

PIUTANG NEGARA         | YYY RRRRR 

IMMIGRATOIR            | JJJJJJJ 

DAFTAR PENCARIAN ORANG | BBBBBB 

IMMIGRATOIR            | YQYQYQ 

DAFTAR PENCARIAN ORANG | RRRRR 

DAFTAR PENCARIAN ORANG | RORORO 

IMMIGRATOIR            | JUJUJ 

IMMIGRATOIR            | SASAS 

 
6.2. MS SQL DATABASE SERVER AND 

TEXT TO 2D BAR CODE 

TRANSFORMER 

 

In a manufacturing control project in 2014, I 

have developed abstraction layer to integrate data 

retrieved from PostgreSQL, MS SQL database 

server and 2D bar code transformer. 

 The product identity is stored in PostgreSQL 

record. 

 Its physical dimension is measured using an 

automatic measurement tool. Data is stored in 

MS SQL database server. 

 Its part number is transformed to 2D bar code. 

A simple SQL command is needed to join 

product's part number, physical measurement data 

and 2D bar code. 

The configuration is shown in Fig.8. 

 

 
 

Fig.8 Manufacturing Product Data Integration 

 

6.2.1. Interaction with MS SQL Database Server 

 

PostgreSQL functionality can be extended to 

interact with other database server. DBI Link is an 

extension library written in PERL programming 

language to perform SQL access to external database 

server from PostgreSQL. Supported external data 

sources are Oracle, MS-SQL, MySQL and 

PostgreSQL itself. (PostgreSQL version 9.1 and 

above provides Foreign Data Wrapper as a feature 

for the same purpose with broader external data 

sources and easier administration [10]). 

Once configured properly, DBI Link creates 

local views as proxies to external data sources tables. 

SQL SELECT/INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE action 

to the view will be intercepted by TRIGGER/RULE 

mechanism and routed to external data sources. 

So, external data coming from remote MS SQL 

Server can be retrieved by issuing SQL command in 

local database connection. 
SELECT partnumber, outerdiameter 

FROM remote.measurement 

WHERE partnumber='123456' 

ORDER BY meastime DESC LIMIT 1; 

 

partnumber     | outerdiameter      

------------------------------------ 

123456         | 1.5028 

Note that remote.measurement is a view created 

by DBI Link as a proxy to a table with the same 

name at remote MS SQL Server. The table stores 

outer diameter for each product identified by 

partnumber. 

 

6.2.2. 2D Bar Code Generator 

 

By project specification, it is required to generate 

2D bar code as defined in ISO/IEC 16022:2006. The 

generation takes two phases: 1) bar code generation 

and 2) image scaling. 

The first library to be integrated into PostgreSQL 

is iec16022. It is a software library in C 

programming language originally written by 

Andrews & Arnold Ltd. provides capability to 

transform text to 2D bar code image also known as 

datamatrix in PNG (Portable Network Graphics) 

format. 

The second library is ImageMagick. It is a 

software suite to create, edit, compose, or convert 

bitmap images. It provides application programming 

interface in various languages, for example Ada, 

Java, Lisp, Perl, C++ and C. MagickCore is one of 

its interface in C Language chosen for integration 

with PostgreSQL. In this project, it is needed for 

PNG to BMP (Bitmap Image File) format 

conversion and image scaling. 

The two libraries are linked dynamically to build 

an SQL function taking two arguments: 1)  text for 

conversion, 2) height of image and producing an 

image in byte array type. 

To generate 2D bar code, a Logic tier simply 

invokes an SQL command: 
SELECT image.barcode('123456', 50); 

 

              bytea 

------------------------------------ 

…(image) 
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6.2.3. Data Integration Query 

 

Having the two modules ready for remote MS 

SQL query and bar code generation, it is easy to 

compose SQL command to integrate them with 

product part number already stored in native 

PostgreSQL table (factory.product). 
SELECT 

  t1.partnumber AS pn, 

  t2.outerdiameter AS od, 

  image.barcode(t1.partnumber, 50) AS 

     datamatrix 

FROM factory.product t1 

LEFT JOIN remote.measurement t2  

  ON t1.partnumber=t2.partnumber 

WHERE t1.productdate=CURRENT_DATE 

ORDER BY t1.timestamplog  

LIMIT 3; 

 

pn     | od     | datamatrix 

------------------------------------ 

123456 | 1.5028 | …(image) 

123457 | 1.5027 | …(image) 

124568 | 1.5029 | …(image) 

It is more efficient for Logic tier to call the SQL 

command than retrieve the three data sources 

separately. 

 

6.3. OPEN LIGHTWEIGHT DIRECTORY 

ACCESS PROTOCOL (OPENLDAP) 

SERVER 

 

In 2015, I have developed abstraction layer in a 

project called Single Sign On. A company already 

has 4 systems: 1) Mail Server, 2) Manufacturing 

Control System, 3) Online Purchasing System and 4) 

Human Resource Management System. 

Each of them has different user authentication 

method. Mail server uses OpenLDAP while the 

others use PostgreSQL authentication system. 

To raise security level, it was decided to 

integrate the systems into single user authentication 

method with strict password maintenance rule. A 

user password should use combination of number, 

lowercase and uppercase letter. The password length 

must be at least 8 characters long. A user must 

update his or her password after maximum of 90 

days. A user may not reuse password in 7 

consecutive histories. 

OpenLDAP of Mail Server is chosen as a 

reference for user authentication of all other systems. 

So other application with PostgreSQL database 

server should interact with the reference for login 

and access privilege verification. 

OpenLDAP is an open source implementation of 

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). 

LDAP represents data in hierarchy of objects, each 

of which is called an entry. The resulting tree 

structure is called a Directory Information Tree. The 

top of the tree is commonly called the root, base or 

suffix [11]. 

The LDAP Directory Information Tree of the 

company is as shown in Fig.9. 

 

 
 

Fig.9 LDAP Directory Information Tree 

 

In this case, an abstraction layer is required for 

following actions: 

 Connect to OpenLDAP server and do user 

authentication. 

 Enforce strict password maintenance rule. 

 Record new password into history. 

By default, PostgreSQL provides option to 

validate user name/password using OpenLDAP 

server. But, it raised two difficulties: 

 Each user should be both registered in 

OpenLDAP and PostgreSQL. It is not practical 

to keep both entries synchronously since mail 

administrator may register or update user entry 

without informing database administrator. 

 PostgreSQL does not provide built in 

implementation for strict password maintenance 

rule as formerly discussed. 

OpenLDAP provides libldap Application 

Programming Interface in C language. It is a client 

library used to provide programmatic access to 

LDAP protocol. It can be integrated into a custom 

PostgreSQL shared library to solve the problem. 

 

 
 

Fig.10 OpenLDAP Abstraction Layer 

 

By wrapping OpenLDAP logic in SQL function, 

the customized library hides complexity of dealing 

with OpenLDAP server and strict password 

maintenance rule. Logic tier simply invokes them in 

SQL SELECT statement. 

Example of the SQL command usage is as 

follows. 
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6.3.1. Login Name and Password Verification 

 

User login name and password can be verified 

using SQL select statement as follows. 
SELECT errno, errdesc 

FROM ldap.user_auth('test','a1234567B'); 

 

errno  | errdesc 

------------------------------------ 

0  | 

User with login name test (just for example) and 

password a1234567B has been successfully verified. 

Error message is raised whenever wrong login name 

or password is supplied. 
SELECT errno, errdesc 

FROM ldap.user_auth('test','B1234567a'); 

 

errno | errdesc 

------------------------------------ 

49   | bind: Invalid credentials 

 

6.3.2. Strict Password Maintenance Rule 

 

Any password update should obey strict 

password maintenance rule. 
SELECT errno, errdesc 

FROM ldap.chg_pass('test','abcdefgh'); 

 

ERROR: password must contain uppercase 

letter 

 

SELECT errno, errdesc 

FROM ldap.chg_pass('test','abcdEfgh'); 

 

ERROR: password must contain uppercase 

letter 

 

SELECT errno, errdesc 

FROM ldap.chg_pass('test','a12bCd'); 

 

ERROR: minimum 8 length 

 

6.3.3. User Attribute Query 

 

Attribute value of a user entry can be queried as 

follows. 
SELECT t_value FROM ldap.attr_get('test', 

'objectClass');  

 

       t_value         

---------------------- 

 organizationalPerson 

 zimbraAccount 

 amavisAccount 

 inetOrgPerson 

 

7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

 

I proposed PostgreSQL as development platform 

for building abstraction layer required to hide 

complexities dealing with multiple data sources. My 

proposal utilizes extensibility of PostgreSQL user 

defined functions. All external data sources are 

retrieved using SQL compatible function so that they 

can be joined in SQL SELECT statement. This leads 

to efficient programming code for Logic Tier in 

Three-tier Architecture perspective. My work on 

software development projects demonstrates that the 

concept is successfully implemented. 

My future work is to adopt Foreign Data 

Wrapper framework as it has been emerging since 

PostgreSQL version 9.1 onwards. The aim is to 

comply with SQL/MED (Management of External 

Data), a standardized way of handling access to 

remote objects in SQL databases. 
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